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William lives in Vancouver, but through technological marvels 

that I do not pretend to comprehend, we see and talk with him 

via computer through Skype, which should be included in the 

grandparent top ten public services of all time, slightly ahead of 

the invention of peanut butter but perhaps behind the invention 

of insulin. 

 The only problem encountered with this miraculous 

transmission is that there is a three-hour time gap between 

Vancouver and Niagara, so the first few calls from here at 9 a.m. 

were not appreciated by William’s parents. After all, 6 a.m. 

arrives rather early for parents who get little sleep to begin with, 

and I must make a note to soon write a piece about children and 

parental insomnia at a later date. If I do not write it down, 

inevitably I will confuse it and not remember to write about children and parental insomnia. I will 

rather start penning something about birth order and personality or perhaps gender identification 

and social stratification, as if I knew anything about either of those concepts, because males of my 

gender stratification - circa the 1940s - learned only that a man’s rightful place was sitting in an easy 

chair with a TV table set in front of him and a black and white Admiral TV set in front, tuned to 

Dinah Shore singing something about exploring the USA in her Chevrolet. Miriam is justified in her 

comments about how my mind tends to meander like a stream that finds it impossible to get directly 

from point A to point B, which brings me back to William. 

 As you may know, the Vancouver Canucks played in the Stanley Cup finals last year against 

the nasty Boston Bruins, and although the valiant Canucks won their fair share of games, they were 

murdered each time that they played in Boston, and then finally, they were serially murdered once 

again at home in the deciding contest. This led to post-game mayhem, aka riots, wherein the 

principal police technique employed was to take copious amounts of pictures while many idiots 

burned cars, broke windows, looted, shouted obscenities and performed other macho, feel-good 

stuff that mobs resort to when depicted on camera. I understand that not one senior has been charged 

thus far by the Vancouver police, who are still thoughtfully engaged in multiple Photoshop 

refinements and myriad layouts such that they will doubtless soon sell attractive riot police 

calendars to support their robust recreational club, the VPRC. 

 Despite the Bruins’ ultimate victory, the popularity of the Canucks remains unabated. I will 

explain how I know this for a fact. We called William the other day. He is approaching four and 

displays reasonable verbal skills. “Hello William,” I said. “I’m not William,” he replied. “Who are 

you?” I inquired. “I’m Daniel,” he stated quite plainly as if I resided in the darkest corner of left 

field.” “Ah, okay,” I replied, not sure where this conversation was headed. When concluded, I 

remained in a fog, so I asked to speak to William’s mother. “What’s with Daniel?” I asked. “Well,” 

she answered, “guess what Santa brought both William and me 

for Christmas this year?” “Not a clue,” I responded, hoping that it 

wasn’t socks or undies like my brother and I always used to 

receive at Christmas. (Santa was such a jerk, we thought.) “Well, 

kindly Santa left us both Canuck’s jerseys,” she said. “William 

used to favour Roberto Luongo (Canuck’s goalie) but now it’s 

Daniel Sedin,” she explained. “He got Sedin’s jersey, number 

22.”  

 I know precisely how William feels; when I was a kid, I 

wanted desperately to be Doug Harvey, the best defenseman in 

the league in those archaic days when only 6 teams toiled in the 

condensed NHL. Number 2, Harvey, was my hero. He preceded 

Bobby Orr, and as a terrific Paul Coffey-like fluid skater, he absolutely controlled the game for les 

Canadiens as Orr did subsequently for the Bruins. Later in life, for obvious reasons, I switched my 

allegiance and desperately wanted to be Hugh – Hugh Heffner, but smoking a pipe in my bathrobe 

looked really silly.     


